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INTRODUCING CURV—THE WORLD’S FIRST  
CURVED CHRONOGRAPH MOVEMENT 

Bulova reimagines what a watch should be. CURV is the perfect synthesis of innovative thinking, expert 
craftsmanship and advanced technology—the hallmarks of Bulova’s creativity since 1875.

•  Sleek ergonomic design that contours to the wrist

•  Slim-line case never before possible with a chronograph

•  Exclusive high performance quartz technology with 262 kHz vibrational frequency for precise accuracy

•  5-hand chronograph function in striking series of dress and sport styles

•  Sapphire glass

• New ladies’ styles sparkle with diamonds

•  Select men’s styles with exhibition case backs/dials, titanium/stainless steel cases and leather or rubber straps

•  Water resistant to 30 meters

SETTING THE TIME 

•  Pull the crown out to the first click position

•  Turn the crown to set hour and minute hands

•  After setting the time, push the crown back to normal position

OPERATING THE CURV CHRONOGRAPH

This 3-subdial chronograph can measure and display time up to 
11 hours/59 minutes/59 seconds (with 2 beats per second). 
The 6H second hand has two functions: 1) standard watch 
second hand, and 2) chronograph second hand. 

•  To get chronograph timing, push button B .  
All chronograph hands will set to zero position.

•  To start chronograph timing, push button A .

•  To stop chronograph timing, push button A  again.

•  To reset chronograph timing, push button B .  
All chronograph hands will return to zero position.

If chronograph stopwatch function is not used for 60 minutes,  
the 6H hand will return to function as a regular second hand.

READING THE CURV CHRONOGRAPH

For final chronograph time, read the times in order:

1   HOURS (up to 12 hours) at the 9 o’clock subdial

2   MINUTES (up to 60 minutes) at the 3 o’clock subdial

3   SECONDS at the 6 o’clock subdial for regular and  
chronograph time
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